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A favorite children's song ("Ten on the Bed") gets a delightfully slippery, slide-y twist! In the land of

the midnight sun, all the animals are having fun speeding down the hill on Caribou's sled. But as

they go faster and faster, Seal, Hare, Walrus, and the others all fall off . . . until just the caribou's left,

only and lonely. Now, a reindeer likes flying-but never alone, so . . . all the animals leap onto the

sled again! This beloved story is new in board and abridged for a preschool audience, and it's ideal

for reading, counting, and singing along with, over and over.
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Have the hard cover version of this and Love it. Ordered the board book for a baby shower gift and

was so disappointed. It is NOT the full story and the condensed version completely misses the

mark. Would have returned but it didn't seem worth the shipping costs.

I love this book. The illustrations are fabulous and make me smile every time I read the book. Ten

arctic animals on a sled and, on a wild ride down the mountain, all fall off one by one, except one

very big lonely caribou at the bottom of the hill. The big excitement is the piling back on for another

wild toboggan ride (which prompts a mandatory read again, of course). Each picture has a story

within the story and the expressions on the animals are wonderful. We try to recycle our children's

books regularly by donating to local book sales...However, I'm planning on holding on to this one.

Definitely a great holiday gift!



Patterned the preschool song "There Were Ten In The Bed", a group of 10 disparate animals pull a

sled up a hill and take a wild ride down, falling off, one by one. This is a nice "count down" book with

alliterative exits for each animal, the hare hopped off, the walrus whirled out, the sheep shot out, the

wolf wiped out etc.Liza Woodruff has suggested the Northern Lights in the sky on the cover as

Norman sets the story "on a sunlit night, 'neath a snowy moon."

Sturdy board book for our one year old daughter. Each page has a short sentence on it- perfect

length for a little girl who likes to rapidly turn to the next page. The sing-song nature of the story is

fun too, and our little one loves to bounce along.

Fun for a winter prek circle time. I give them each a bin w all the animals. We take turns on the disk

and I repeat part of the story saying one "rolled" (other actions too) and then gently dump the child

out of the "sled"

I purchased this on here, after reading others positive reviews and am so glad we did! My kids loved

this straight away and laughed as each character fell off the sled...the illustrations are really cute

with a whimsical air. This is one of my 7 year olds favourites from the latest batch of books we got

this week...you can even sing it to the "Ten in the Bed" tune...our kids recognized the similarity right

off and they love the Ten in the Bed rhyme, so this will be popular...

We have this book in softcover and loved it so I bought this hardback for my nephew. However, this

version does not have the complete text. I was very dissappointed as the original text is not that

long to not be included and makes it a much better read for children.

My 6 year old grandson picked up the cadence of this book immediately. Then we saw the play on

words, (sheep shot, walrus whirled) and that became a fun part. Love all the details in the pictures.

My grandson lives a distance and we video chat. I send a book to him and I have a copy and we

alternate reading pages. This is a wonderful winter read aloud.
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